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Most of the book titles in ?Rogue,? taken from the Portuguese phrase ?rogar,? both translate to mean ?to steal,? but the word carries the idea of an act of pirating in a broader sense as well. There was a significant body of scholarship dealing with piracy during the period of the book's composition. By the late 19th century, a substantial body of work had been done exploring practices of English piracy in the past and
in the present day. Homer's â€?Odyssey,â€? published in the early VIIth c. BC is the first known work of its kind, and would have been available in multiple languages. The author and fictional character Jules Verne wrote several books and short stories in the early XXth century about individuals who are expert in the ways of the sea and sailing. It is likely that access to such literature, and therefore something about
the popular knowledge of ships and navigation, made the pirate class more dangerous and distinguishable, and therefore more attractive to the male members of society. . HOMER'S ODYSSEY At the turn of the XXth century the publication of Homer's â€?Odyssey,â€? the oldest known book, had an impact on the literary circles of Europe and America. The author and fictional character Jules Verne wrote several

books and short stories in the early XXth century about individuals who are expert in the ways of the sea and sailing. It is likely that access to such literature, and therefore something about the popular knowledge of ships and navigation, made the pirate class more dangerous and distinguishable, and therefore more attractive to the male members of society. . HOMER'S ODYSSEY At the turn of the XXth century the
publication of Homer's â€?Odyssey,â€? the oldest known book, had an impact on the literary circles of Europe and America. It was written in Ionian (modern-day Greek) and is written in hexameters, a metre derived from a six-beat pattern of alternating iambs and anapests in the original Greek. The text and a Latin version, probably in the hands of one of its early readers, the Roman poet Ovid, were read together

and became the basis for many adaptations and translations. Most of the centuries-old epics
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